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Abstract. This paper presents a reconstruction of what is probably the earliest recorded text in any Straits Salishan language. The text, a traditional tale told by Thomas James of Songhees, near Victoria, British Columbia, was recorded and first published in 1907 by Charles Hill-Tout. Modern researchers have routinely dismissed Hill-Tout's linguistic work on Northern Straits as unusable. This paper shows that Hill-Tout's transcription is better than it first appears and that, given our current understanding of the phonology and grammar of Northern Straits and other Salishan languages, useful versions of his work can be reconstructed.

1. Introduction. From the 1890s through the 1930s Charles Hill-Tout conducted and reported on ethnological, archeological, and linguistic fieldwork in the Salishan-speaking areas of southern British Columbia. In Salishan linguistics alone his output was prodigious. From 1899 to 1911 he published grammatical, lexical, and textual material on Thompson, Squamish, Sechelt, Lillooet, Okanagan, Songish, and four dialects of Halkomelem. In his day there was certainly no publishing scholar who knew the Salishan languages as well as Hill-Tout.

In his four volume edition of Hill-Tout's collected ethnological work, Ralph Maud (1978a–d) gives a detailed and sensitive biography and summary of Hill-Tout, his work, and contemporary attitudes toward it. In short, Hill-Tout was a self-made "professor" with very little advanced education and no training whatsoever in the areas to which he came to dedicate his life. Because he lacked training he also lacked any preconceived notion of scientific method and of what might be a useful focus for scientific investigation. He was as occupied with psychic phenomena as he was with cultural and linguistic phenomena. He was as interested in the speculative relationships among North American, Oceanic, and Asian languages as in the relationships among the Salishan languages he knew well. Because of his unconstrained theorizing and, I suspect, also because of an element of cultural elitism in his work, Hill-Tout was snubbed by Boas and considered a dilettante and something of a joke among those of the great, rising school of American anthropology.

In spite of the attitudes of leading contemporary anthropologists, Hill-Tout's work was well acknowledged by numerous citations in Boas's publications. In the bibliography of Boas (1916), for example, Hill-Tout, with seven references, is
the most-cited author after Boas himself. And Hill-Tout's published linguistic
data were crucial to Boas and Haeberlin (1927).

Hill-Tout's linguistic work has not fared as well in recent times. In the
second half of this century he has been only very rarely cited. His linguistic
materials are almost entirely missing from Maud's edition. After all, for all the
languages Hill-Tout studied there are today excellent published grammatical,
lexical, and textual materials produced by well-trained professional linguists.
And at best Hill-Tout's work is difficult to use (see section 2). Mitchell's impres-
sion of Hill-Tout's work represents the modern attitude: "Hill-Tout's (1907)
material, both in English and Songish, was considered but attempts to pron-
nounce the latter forms, from his transcriptions, were none too successful"
(1968:5). Mention of Hill-Tout in Raffo (1972) is limited to repeating this same
quote of Mitchell. Moreover, there is no mention of Hill-Tout in Montler (1986),
since in my early work on Klallam and Saanich I had taken a look at Hill-Tout's
Songish material and hastily deemed it useless.

A few pages after the previous quotation Mitchell continues documentation
of her heroic effort to make use of Hill-Tout:

... verification on a very limited scale was attempted with Hill-Tout's 1907
paper. However, the author's imperfect transcription system and his desire to
force the grammar into a European framework made verification difficult
except for a relatively small number of forms. [Mitchell 1968:7]

However, Mitchell follows these words with an insightful remark that brings us
to the point of the present paper: "On the other hand, as the Songish texts are
analyzed his work may become a more useful reference" (1968:7).

In this paper I have taken Hill-Tout's one published Songish text, decip-
hered, retranscribed, and sometimes corrected it with a complete grammatical
analysis based on our current understanding of Northern Straits and neighbor-
ing languages. As far as I have been able to determine, this text is the earliest
recorded for either of the Straits languages, including all of the dialects of
Northern Straits and Klallam. Boas had recorded Northern Straits material
some years before, but there is no record of his having written down any texts.
What I hope to accomplish is to make this text available to those interested in
Salishan linguistics, to show that Hill-Tout's linguistic work is not useless, to
make some substantive linguistic discoveries in the Songish dialect of Northern
Straits, and to encourage those who are familiar with the other languages Hill-
Tout studied to revive his work in those areas. The analytical reconstruction is
presented in section 4, the commentary listed by line number in section 5, and
the conclusion in section 6.

2. Hill-Tout's Songish sketch. Songish, called *Lek-oñenEñ*1 by Hill-Tout, is a
dialect of Northern Straits, a Coast Salishan language. It is most similar to the
Saanich dialect of Northern Straits, differing from it in only minor phonetic
variation and in a very few lexical items. Other recorded dialects of Northern Straits, Lummi, Samish, and Sooke have slightly greater differences from Songish in pronunciation and grammar, but are still quite similar (see Montler 1996).

Songish was the aboriginal language of the area of modern Victoria, British Columbia. To my knowledge there are currently no native speakers of Songish. The last fluent speakers are generally believed to have passed away in the early 1980s. There was, however, one native Songish speaker living on the Elwha Klallam Reservation in Washington until she passed away in 1993. Thus our only resources now on the Songish language are those texts, grammars, and word lists recorded by linguists and anthropologists: by Boas, Hill-Tout, Suttlles, Mitchell, and Raffo.

Hill-Tout's Songish material is the most extensive published. In thirty-four pages Hill-Tout lists approximately 600 elicited phrases, sorted more or less by grammatical construction and semantic content, a 120 sentence narrative text with word-by-word interlinear glosses, and an alphabetical word list containing some 800 lexical items. The sheer quantity of this data exceeds many modern treatments of Salishan grammars. The grammatical material is not excessively "forced into a European framework" as are some early missionary grammars. Once one gets past its basic problems, it is in some ways more useful than more recent sketches.

For example, the future particle has slightly different syntax in Saanich, Klallam, and Lummi. In Saanich the 'past' particle precedes the first and second person subject markers. The 'future' sa? has the same position as the 'past' particle in the second person, but it follows the first person subject markers. In Klallam the 'future' precedes all first and second person subject markers, but the first person singular subject has a special form in the future. In Lummi both the 'past' and 'future' precede the first and second person subjects with no modification. A reasonable and possibly interesting question would be "How does Songish do it?" I was unable to determine this from Raffo (1972). The pattern can be deduced from Mitchell's data (1968:87), but there are no exactly comparable forms. In Hill-Tout's data the answer is laid out clearly in several paradigms: Songish is like Saanich.

The first and the major problem one encounters with Hill-Tout's linguistics is its phonetics. For some things he had a remarkably good ear. The well-known Salishan consonant clusters seem to have been less difficult for him than one would expect, and he usually did hear and transcribe the difference between the prevelar and postvelar fricatives that nearly everyone has difficulty with.

There is evidence in this text that Hill-Tout's ear was better than his understanding of transcription. Although he was generally deaf to glottal stops and glottalization—even to the very distinctive ejection of stops and affricates—he occasionally did manage to indicate them. In line 1, and in a few other places in this text, glottalization is indicated by a vowel sequence—suggesting that he was hearing things he did not know how to transcribe.
His transcriptional system was probably taken from Boas (1891). The following is a paraphrased summary of Hill-Tout’s presentation of his system (1907: 313–14): Vowels: a, as in English hat; ā, as in father; ā, as in all; ã, as in gnat; e, as in pen; ë, as in they; i, as in pin; î, as in pique; o, as in pond; ô, as in tone; u, as in but; û, as in boot; v, as in flower; and ś, which sometimes follows the palatalized k. Diphthongs: ai, as in aise; au, as in cow; oi, as in boil. Consonants: h, k, m, l, p, s, t, w, y, û, all as in English; k, a strongly palatalized or “clicked” k; tl, an explosive palatalized l; n̄, a strongly nasalized n, equal to ng; q, as in ch in loch in broad Scotch; Q, approximately as wh is uttered in North Britain; c, as in English sh; tc, as ch in church; kw, as qu in quantity.

The preceding are the symbols that appear in the text. In addition he lists a k with a subdot, “intermediate between our k and g,” a p followed by an apostrophe, “a kind of semi-mute, semi-sonant,” and a small capital h, “as in the German ich,” all of which appear only in the word list, not in the text.

The vowels present the largest problem to retranscription for several reasons. The major phonetic differences in vowels among the Northern Straits dialects make it difficult to determine exactly what the original quality was through comparative evidence. There is also considerable variation in vowel quality within a dialect. For example, what I have transcribed as e has allophonic variants [ɛ], [e], and [æ]. Also, Hill-Tout was not terribly consistent with his transcription key. It seems, though, that the text was done with a different key in mind than the other material in the sketch. For example, ē never matches the key, but is nearly always [i]; ā rarely matches the key and is usually used to represent [ɛ]. The word list and the grammatical material are, though not models of precision, more consistent with the key.

Thus Hill-Tout used a different transcriptional system for the text than for the grammatical material and the word list. The text transcription lacks several consonant distinctions that appear in the other parts, and the transcriptions of the vowels in the text are different and somewhat more inconsistent. Given these facts, it seems likely that Hill-Tout collected the text first, then later, after the transcriptional system was more polished, picked up the paradigms and lexical items.

Phonetics is not the only problem with Hill-Tout’s linguistics. Often the gloss does not match what the word or phrase must actually be. This can be seen here and there throughout the text. One example in line 117, where Hill-Tout glossed the word ?ilæn as ‘get up’, when it actually means ‘eat’. His grammatical analysis suffers from a similar problem. Under a list of forms headed “Desiderative Forms” (Hill-Tout 1907:324), the first two, given in example (1), certainly contain the conjectural marker yaxw and must actually be rendered as in example (2).

(1) I wish I had struck it, cctut-yuk-sen-alal.  
I wish we had struck it, cctut-yuk-tlta-alal.
(2) ščót yoxʷ sən ?al’ ‘I must have hit it.’
ščót yoxʷ tə ?al’ ‘We must have hit it.’

In another place he states, “there is a secondary past which answers pretty nearly to our ‘perfect past’” (Hill-Tout 1907:321). Then he lists sentences of the pattern given in example (3); these must represent the sentences shown in example (4), which certainly have nothing to do with perfect past.

(3) I have been sick, klā-lā-sən-sqātlatl.
thou hast been sick, klā-lā-sōo-sqātlatl.

(4) ƛ’ey’laʔ sən sxēləł I was sick, too/again.
ƛ’ey’loʔ sxʷ sxēləł You were sick, too/again.

Beyond these honest mistakes, the likes of which appear in any pioneering grammar, Hill-Tout did some outright fudging. This appears in several places in the text where he did not record what the consultant said but wrote part of the text himself in very bad Songish. These cases, however, are limited to the very narrow context of reporting clauses, which are pointed out in the comments on individual lines and discussed for line 117.

3. The story. The text, told to Hill-Tout by Thomas James of Songhees, is the story of Smátaqsən, also known as “Snotboy” or simply “Snot.” Gunther (1925) records six versions of this story from Jamestown and Elwha Klallam speakers. Unfortunately, her versions are in English only; she refers to the main character as “Mucus Boy.” All of the Elwha Klallam elders I have talked to and many of the younger people know this story. In Klallam the character is known as Smáʔmitqsn, ‘Snotboy’ or ‘Little Snot’. I have also heard this story from speakers of Malahat Samish. It is unknown to the Saanich speakers with whom I have worked and also to the Becher Bay Klallams.2

Thomas James provided Hill-Tout with a more detailed version of the story in English (Hill-Tout 1907:334–36; also in Maud 1978d:135–37). The following summarizes the version recorded by Hill-Tout:

A girl is tricked by a monster into going with him to his home. The girl’s ten brothers, one at a time, go to look for her. The monster, who lives across a lake, is alerted by Crane when anyone comes near. Each brother’s approach is signaled by Crane so that the monster is prepared. The monster tears out the heart of each brother and devours it.

Meanwhile the mother is weeping unceasingly. She wipes her nose on some moss and it begins to move and grow. Soon it is a baby that grows quickly into a strong man whose name is Snot.

The new son sees his mother crying and asks her what’s wrong. She tells him. He then prepares for battle and goes off to find his siblings.
He arrives at the lake, is announced by Crane, but defeats the monster. He retrieves his brothers’ hearts from inside the monster, replaces them, and brings them back to life.

They return home and the mother is happy again. Snot and the brothers go duck hunting. There is a dispute between Snot and the eldest brother about whose arrow got a duck. Snot addresses the eldest brother respectfully as láx’ ‘eldest sibling’. The eldest brother takes offense at this and tells him he is nothing but snot, not his brother.

Snot goes home, gets in bed, and pulls the covers over his head. His mother tries to rouse him but gets no response. When she pulls back the blanket she finds the boy no longer there, only snot.

4. The reconstruction. The following reconstruction relies on my knowledge of Northern Straits and regular patterns I have found especially in Saanich texts. Montler (1996) shows that among the Northern Straits dialects, Saanich and Songish are closest phonologically and grammatically. The analysis given here is essentially the same as that in Montler (1986, 1991, 1993). I have also relied heavily on Mitchell (1968) and Raffo (1972), the two modern treatments of the Songish dialect. When none of these were adequate in the decipherment of particular words in the text, I made use of modern descriptions of other Coast Salishan languages, including Klallam (Thompson and Thompson 1987; Montler 1995), Halkomelem (Galloway 1980), Lushootseed (Bates, Hess, and Hilbert 1994), and Squamish (Kuipers 1967). The comments on the lines, given in section 5, indicate where this has been done.

For purposes of comparison, and since Hill-Tout’s original text is not readily available except on microfilm, I have included a copy of his transcription and translation first, before my own rendition. Comments on his transcription and my reconstruction follow in section 5. Line numbers followed by a dagger are those that are commented on in section 5.

1 Skwácín utšmsántc.
Skwácín was chewing gum.

s-ʔkʷúʔey-sən. ?ʔs-s-ʔmán<č.
be chewing pitch

2 "En̓átcə uṉa uts en-smántc.”
(Said she) “Give me some of your gum.”

"ʔʔʔənʔé čí ḥaʔə-ʔa-s ?ə tsə ḥaʔə-ʔs-ʔmáñəč.”
come IMP give me OBL DEM your gum

3 "En̓átcə esúwə
“come-you with me

"ʔʔʔənʔé čí ?ʔč-ʔsəwé?.
come IMP go along
ä kwâssem a kwâcûlas ñuñ smâńite."
and I show you where is lots of gum" (said he).

\(\sqrt{}\)îsæ\l\text{ á?-sa }sæn ı? k"i \(\sqrt{}\)x\"\-\l\text{ ñ?álo-s }\sqrt{\text{ñ}}\text{n}t\text{e-s }\sqrt{\text{mánc}}.\"
show you I OBL DEM place for much gum

5 Nëtl-sô yâs k-wâcûnten.
Then they went together.

\(\sqrt{}\)nûl s-aw\"-\l\text{ yê-s }\sqrt{\text{q}}\text{ì-s}=s\text{ûn-ət-ən.}
it is goes is accompanied on foot

6 nëtl sô "aqëin ãtce te cwòlas te smâńite?"
Then (said she) "Where is the place of the gum?"

\(\sqrt{}\)nûl s-aw\"-čtê-t-s \(\sqrt{}\)sæn ãcëa te \(\sqrt{}\)x\"\-\l\text{ ñ?álo-s te s-máncë?}
it is asks him where REQ DEM place for DEM gum

7 "Tûq tcilâlatla ètûs."
"Nearly there-we getting" (said he).

"tx\"\-\l\text{ colél }\text{ tô }?i?-\text{vtës.}"
become almost we arriving there

8 Yë-ruîntes te sélekwuš te skëts.
She breaks off the fringe-of the blanket-her.

\(\sqrt{}\)yê\l\text{ qûm-}t-as te \(\sqrt{\text{sûl=ak}}\text{=}as-s te }\sqrt{\text{qût-s.}}
go she's breaking it off DEM cloth-side-3POS DEM her clothes

9 nëtl sô ëyg- kûlkûtes.
Then she hangs it on the limbs of the trees.

\(\sqrt{}\)nûl s-aw\"-?i?\text{-yê-s }\sqrt{\text{qûl}}\text{'q-}\text{st-}as.
it is goes along she's tangling it

10 Sô yâs ėcutuñ.
Then they go on walking.

s-aw\"\-yê-s ?i?-\text{všät-ën.}
they go walking along

11 nëtl sô hais te sélekwuš.
Then she finished the fringe.

\(\sqrt{}\)nûl s-aw\"\-všät-s te \(\sqrt{\text{sûl=ak}}\text{=}as.
it is finish DEM cloth=side

12 Nëtl sô tûq tcxkâwûks skeluskûlñiñuq,
Then she bent the boughs young trees,
\(\sqrt{}\)nûl s-aw\"-\l\text{ c-} \sqrt{\text{qûy} } \geq \text{aqs-s } \text{ tsa } s-qâl+\sqrt{\text{qâl-} }\text{él}=\text{nax}_.
it is DEM trees
13 *tus utsâ qâtca,*
they get to a lake.

\(\sqrt{\text{tós}} \ ?\alpha \ t\alpha \ \sqrt{\text{xáča}}?\).
arrive there OBL DEM lake

14 *nětl sō kwáles te slēn.*
Then spake the crane.

\(\sqrt{\text{nīl}} \ s\text{-aw}^-\sqrt{\text{qē̂l}}\text{-s} \ t\circ \ s\text{-}l\text{ūf}.*
it is speak DEM crane

15 Sō *snās ē tátcil tluttalē.*
Then there appears a shallow-canoe.

\(s\text{-aw}^-\sqrt{\text?qōnē̂-s} \ ?\text{aw}^- \ \sqrt{\text{tē̂ô-s}} \ x\text{̓j}+\sqrt{\text{xē̂lē̂y}}^\prime\)
they come arrive here small shovel-nosed canoe

16 “Álstrl-tcē.”
Nětl so Álstrls.
“Get-in-you” (said he). Then they get in.

\(\sqrt{\text{?}áł̓l t̓ ci!}\)
\(\sqrt{\text{nīl}} \ s\text{-aw}^-\sqrt{\text{ʔá̂l̓l}}\text{-s}.*
go aboard IMP it is goes aboard

17 sō tākwēls;
Then they cross.

\(s\text{-aw}^-\sqrt{\text{ʔtē̂k̓-s}^\prime} \text{-al-s}.*
goes across

18 *nětl sō tcaņs tsāa Skwācín.*
Then they reach the home of that Skwacin.

\(\sqrt{\text{nīl}} \ s\text{-aw}^-\sqrt{\text{ʔčē̂y̓-s}} \ tsēl\text{̓a sk}^{\text{̓êy̓}̂}\text{̓an}.*
it is arrives home DEM

19 Nětl sō “nūwēli̊n-tcē.”
Then “Go in” (said he).

\(\sqrt{\text{nīl}} \ s\text{-aw}^-\sqrt{\text{ʔsē-} \text{-s}}, \ “\sqrt{\text{naw}^-\sqrt{\text{ʔi̊l-} \text{-əŋ} \ t̓ ci!”}\}
it is he tells her enter IMP

20 Nětl sō nūwēli̊ns.
Then she-went-in.

\(\sqrt{\text{nīl}} \ s\text{-aw}^-\sqrt{\text{naw}^-\sqrt{\text{ʔi̊l-} \text{-əŋ} \text{-s}.}}
it is enters

21 Nětl sō qaitē̂ns
Then she-slipped-down

\(\sqrt{\text{nīl}} \ s\text{-aw}^-\sqrt{\text{ʔqxt-} \text{-əŋ} \text{-s}.}.
it is is made to slip
22 nētl sō slēniistens,
then he picked her up,
ˈvn̪̬il s-aw̃-ˈsk̪̊i-ŋa-st-ɑŋ-s.
it is is stood upright

23 sō anmiɬ'ens;
and set her down;
s-aw̃-ˈʔəmət-t-ɑŋ-s.
is set down

24 nētl sō umuts tsāa Skwācim umuts slēni.
then sat down that Skwacin sat down (also) the girl.
ˈvn̪̬il s-aw̃-ˈʔəmət-s tsēʔa skw̃'eẙsən, ˈʔəmət tə s-ɑɬ-əniʔ.
it is sits DEM sit DEM woman

25 Nētl sō kwálnukwisl.
Then they talked together.
ˈvn̪̬il s-aw̃-ˈqʷəl-nākʷəl-s.
it is talk to each other

26 Skwācim "Kwenála uncwēlakwa?"
Skwacin (said) "How many your brothers?"
ˈṽd̃-t-ɑŋ ?ə tə skw̃'eẙsən, "ˈhʷən=ələ ?ən'-əx̃ʷ-ˈʔəl>ɑqʷə?" is asked OBL DEM how many your siblings

27 "ápen-tlta"
"Ten-we" (said she)
"ˈʔəpon lta."
ten we

28 tōwa kwálnukwisl tsau nənátliə kw̑ɪl-kwal ts slēni.
awhile they talked they when cry out the crane.
taw̑a-ˈqʷəl+qʷəl tə w' nə+ˈvn̪̬il-iya ʔiʔ kʷəl-ˈqʷəl tə s-əɬ-əniʔ, still talking DEM CON they and already speak DEM crane

29 Nētl sō ts k-wéstens.
Then the the canoe brings him over.
ˈvn̪̬il s-aw̃-ˈvtəkʷi-st-ɑŋ-s.
it is is taken across

30 "Nētl unskw'kwa?" "Nētl"
"Is that your brother?" (he asks) "It is" (she replies)
"ˈvn̪̬il ə ?ən'-əx̃ʷ-ˈʔəqʷəʔ?" ˈvn̪̬il.
it is QUEST your sibling it is
31 ená nêuélsta
   then he enters
   √ʔenʔé ʔnəw'-il-əŋ.
come enter

32 nēł so tcak-es,
   Then he slips down,
   √nūl s-əw'-ʔčeq'-s.
it is falls (while walking)

331 nēł sō nuqtlkwenkwasteł n̓sətsálas,
   then (Skwacin) takes out the heart his,
   √nūl s-əw'-nəxʷ-ʔlqʷʷ=ən̓kʷ̓ əs-t-əŋ
tsa ʔc̓éləʔ-s.
it is LOC-√ pry out=THEM-TRANS-PSV DEM his heart

341 nēł sō tl'pūtsst.
   then he swallows it whole.
   √nūl s-əw'-ʔlip'á-t-sət-s.
it is gets gulped down

35 K-la kw̓tl-kwal ts slēn.
   Again cries out the crane.
   √k̓x̵'e̱y̱ kʷ̓t-ʔq̵'e̱ł tə s-ʔlūŋ.
again speaks DEM crane

36 K-la tātcil tə n̓atsa
   Again comes another one
   √k̓x̵'e̱y̱ slur-əl tə √n<áʔ>c̓əʔ.
again arrive here DEM another one person

37 kluwaqsənił.  
   he does the same to him.
   √k̓x̵'e̱y̱ w' ʔiʔ-ʔxəné-t-əŋ.
also CON is done to

38 aiyū yaqsnətił.  
   then does same to all (the brothers).
   √hāy w' ʔiʔ-ʔxəné-t-əŋ.
finish CON is done to

39 Aiyū aukʷ tsə ʔpən.  
   Then finished the ten (of them).
   √hāy w' √ʔəwʔkʷ tsə ʔʔəpən.
finish CON all gone DEM ten
40 Qe'oi se tâns muk-'u skwâtcil.
Crying the mother-their every day.
\(\sqrt{x^{w}a^{w}}<^{?}>\eta\ s\ \sqrt{\eta}^{w}n^{w} \rightarrow\ s\ \rightarrow \sqrt{\eta}^{w}\eta^{w} \rightarrow\ s\ \rightarrow \sqrt{\eta}^{w}\eta^{w} \rightarrow .\)
crying DEM their mother every day

41 Nêl sô kwënats tsâ k-útcî.
Then she took some moss.
\(\sqrt{\eta}^{w}n^{w} \rightarrow \sqrt{\eta}^{w}\eta^{w} \rightarrow\ s\ \sqrt{\eta}^{w}n^{w} \rightarrow \sqrt{\eta}^{w}\eta^{w} \rightarrow .\)
it is takes it DEM moss

42 Nêl sô tiłñas tsâ smûtuksen
Then she took some snot
\(\sqrt{\eta}^{w}n^{w} \rightarrow \sqrt{\eta}^{w}\eta^{w} \rightarrow\ s\ \sqrt{\eta}^{w}m^{w} \rightarrow \sqrt{\eta}^{w}\eta^{w} \rightarrow \sqrt{\eta}^{w}\eta^{w} \rightarrow .\)
it is pulls it out DEM snot

43[ \(\sqrt{\eta}^{w}y^{w} \rightarrow \sqrt{\eta}^{w}\eta^{w} \rightarrow\ s\ \sqrt{\eta}^{w}u^{w} \rightarrow \sqrt{\eta}^{w}\eta^{w} \rightarrow \sqrt{\eta}^{w}\eta^{w} \rightarrow .\)
and put it on the moss,
\(\sqrt{\eta}^{w}\eta^{w} \rightarrow \sqrt{\eta}^{w}n^{w} \rightarrow\ s\ \sqrt{\eta}^{w}m^{w} \rightarrow \sqrt{\eta}^{w}\eta^{w} \rightarrow \sqrt{\eta}^{w}\eta^{w} \rightarrow .\)
and she is scraping it OBL DEM moss

44 nêl sô muk-'u skwâtcil
then every day,
\(\sqrt{\eta}^{w}n^{w} \rightarrow \sqrt{\eta}^{w}\eta^{w} \rightarrow\ s\ \sqrt{\eta}^{w}m^{w} \rightarrow \sqrt{\eta}^{w}\eta^{w} \rightarrow \sqrt{\eta}^{w}\eta^{w} \rightarrow .\)
it is every day

45 nêl sô kwêukset,
then it begins to-move,
\(\sqrt{\eta}^{w}n^{w} \rightarrow \sqrt{\eta}^{w}\eta^{w} \rightarrow\ s\ \sqrt{\eta}^{w}e^{w} \rightarrow \sqrt{\eta}^{w}\eta^{w} \rightarrow \sqrt{\eta}^{w}\eta^{w} \rightarrow .\)
it is moves, shakes

46 nêl sô k-wônes te sâlès ē tsâ sqûna,
then she perceives the hand and the feet,
\(\sqrt{\eta}^{w}n^{w} \rightarrow \sqrt{\eta}^{w}\eta^{w} \rightarrow\ s\ \sqrt{\eta}^{w}n^{w} \rightarrow \sqrt{\eta}^{w}\eta^{w} \rightarrow \sqrt{\eta}^{w}\eta^{w} \rightarrow .\)
it is she sees it DEM hand and DEM foot

47 sô kwônûq tsâ kûloñ
then she sees the eye,
\(\sqrt{\eta}^{w} \rightarrow \sqrt{\eta}^{w}\eta^{w} \rightarrow\ s\ \sqrt{\eta}^{w}a^{w} \rightarrow \sqrt{\eta}^{w}\eta^{w} \rightarrow .\)
she sees it DEM eye

48 ānâ sô álësts.
then it becomes alive.
\(\sqrt{\eta}^{w}n^{w} \rightarrow \sqrt{\eta}^{w}\eta^{w} \rightarrow\ s\ \sqrt{\eta}^{w}l^{w} \rightarrow \sqrt{\eta}^{w}\eta^{w} \rightarrow .\)
it comes it becomes alive
49 Muk" skwátcił toé sneš Smútuksen.
Every day (growing) it grows into Smutuksen.
√mák" s-vík'écal včia-sən s-vímat=əqson.
every day grow snot

50 Nél sō yeyásaëns.
Then he plays about.
√núl s-aw'-yə+vyás-sən-s.
it is plays

51" Qutsésiș-toé kw's náyécut."
"Make-me-you a shooting weapon" (said he to his mother).
√xat-sí-sən či k"s na-vyácat."
make for me IMP DEM my arrow

52 Nél sō qutēs te cwómatún
Then she made a bow
√núl s-aw'-xít-t-s te əx'-ʔamá-tən
it is makes it DEM hunting bow

53 ē k-la yécut,
and also arrows,
and also arrow

54' nél sō ctruň.
then he went hunting.
√núl s-aw'-štə-ŋ-s.
it is walks

55 "Aía-sōq lelélon,
"Don't you go far away,
"ʔáwə sxə lə+vli'əŋ.
not you a little far

56 auk" un-ččé stil."
lost your elder brothers."
ʔáw'k" ?ən'-šə+vs<ti? yəl."
all gone your elder siblings

57 Nél sō tuuk swéška Smútuksen.
Then big man (was) Smutuksen.
√núl s-aw'-včag-s s-əwóygaʔ s-vímat=əqson.
it is is big man snot
“Stañ yuqates kwe tlāauq?”
“What kind of wood may be hard?” (said he)

“s-vtèn yax" tačə k"ə x’ə x’ə?”
what CONJ REQ SUB hard

“e aia o kō nunuña
“<\[\text{I don’t know my son (answered she)}\]\]

“?əw’ ṭaw̱nənə na-s-vx’i-t, na-vnənə?.
CON not exist I know it my offspring

“e-aia atcs so e kwen-s-taat?”
hadn’t you better try” (for yourself)

“?əw’ ṭawə tačə se? ṭa’y’ k"ə qən’-s-vt’e?-at?”
and not REQ FUT good SUB you try it

Nëth sō tāats muk’” suwunēn ctcatl, So he tries all kinds of wood,

v-nil s-aaw’-vt’e?-at-s tsə w’ v’māk"u s-vtèn s-vcal, it is tries it DEM CON all kinds wood

wonāi k-łuñ-álttc k-laauiq.
only yew tree hard.

“?” ṭa’y’ k’ənl’ q’-itc v’x’āx’.
CON only LIMIT western yew hard

Smütuksen ektät te tans:
Smutuksen asks the mother-his:

“vcte-t-as ts vtién-s tsə s-v’mät-aqson,
he asks her DEM his mother DEM snot

“estañes atcs ésyás ə qaon?”
“Why always crying?”

“?” ṭa’ vtanat sx” tačə ti? ṭs-ay’ yás sx” ?aw’ x”ą<?>-əŋ?”
do what you REQ and always you CON crying

“Muk.” qái uncuwaläk-wa.
“All dead your brothers and sister.

“v’māk” v’x”ąy’ qən’-sx”-v’<al’aq”-ə?
all die your siblings

“ëwa atcs slalakum kwe-tcáluk.”
may-be a monster lives in the woods.”

“?” ṭawā?tačə s-vx’iləqəm k”ə v’čēl’aq.”
and presume monster DEM up in the woods
67  Aúu skwáls  ñéláníñál.
Not speaks he listens only.

√ʔwə  s√q"él-s  ?aw√lən=η  ʔal√.
not UNREAL he speaks CON listening LIMIT

68  Nétl sò yás  Smútuksen  stuñ  qelqallekwets,
Then he goes Smutuksen for a walk all armour-clad,
√núl  s-aw√ləyʔ-s  s-√mat=aqson  √stá-ŋ  √təl=əl̓k"at-s.
it goes snot walk √war=clothes-3POS

69  nétl sò kwónuqs  ts  sulekwus,
then he perceives the fringe,
√núl  s-aw√-k"án-nax"-s  √sil=ək"as.
it is sees it DEM fringe

70  nétl sò yntlás  nétl sò sáus
then he follows (the signs) then he reaches the lake
√núl  s-aw√-ʔiʔ-√k'eyʔ-s.  √nil  s-aw√-séw'-s.
it is it is goes down toward water

71  sò  kwáls  ts  sliʔn.
whereupon cries out the crane.
s-aw√-q"él-s  ts  s-ʔlən,
speaks DEM crane

72  "Nétl-a  uncuákwa  sáuí?"
"Is that your brother at the lake?" (said Skwacin)
√núl  σ  ?on=x"-ʔaq"-ʔ  √séwʔ?
it is QUEST your sibling down at the beach

73  "Túq  auuša";
"None left" (she answers);
"tx"-ʔəwəvna."
become nothing

74  "ha!  ha!  skwáls  ts  Skwácín
"ha!  ha! said Skwacin
"ha!  ha!"  √q"él-s  ts  sk"éyən,
says DEM

75  smémätšen,
he is shoving off,
s-μu+śmécən'.
a little conceited
76  *éi *sā  ne sēltən.*
    fine will be my meal."

    "v?-jey' se?  na-s-v?ulan."
    good  FUT my food

77  *Smütuksen  étciəwun:*
    Smutuksen was singing:

    s-√mát=aqṣən  ?i2-ĉ-√yəwa-n
    snot  has a power song

78  "âu sõq se  ò  slalakum
    "No matter how great a monster

    "v?-jeyi  səx  vəəw'  s-√kəlaqam.
    go on you  go into woods  monster

79  *ēwā  úsen  sā  ò tciluaisa."
    "maybe I shall turn you down."

    and presume I  FUT CON out  FUT

80  *Smütuksen  só  k-wəns.*
    Smutuksen then disembarks.

    s-√mát=aqṣən  s-aw'-√q"ũ̂-s.
    snot  disembarks

81  *Sō  tus'  útsa  sātl*
    When he reaches the doorway

    s-aw'-√tós-s  ?ə  təə  √sāl.
    arrives there  OBL  DEM door

82  *sō  qéltes  stauwok-
    then threw down  clay

    s-aw'-√x"ẽl'-t-s  tə  s-√t'éwak."  
    throws it  DEM diatomaceous earth

83  qéltes  nūas
    he throws it  inside (the house)

    √x"ẽl'-to  √naw-ės.
    he throws it  put inside

84  *nētl sō  nūwəluņi  te  Smütuksen,*
    then he enters (does) the Smutuksen

    √nūt  s-aw'-√naw-il-əŋ-s  tə  s-√mát=aqṣən.
    it is  goes inside  DEM  snot
85 nētl sō kwéntels, then they fight, 

\[ \text{Vnīl s-aw}'-k'\text{wín-tal-}'s. \]

it is fight each other

86 nētl sō nūqtlkwəmkwəstiň then he (the Slalakun) thrust his fingers into his heart (Smutukxən's)

\[ \text{Vnīl s-aw}'-nax̣'-vīq̣'=onḳ'ás-t-əŋ}'-s. \]

it is LOC-\text{pyr} out=gut-TRANS-PSV-3POS

87 nētl sō təltukuś tc' sálic." then they break off his fingers."

\[ \text{Vnīl s-aw}'-t<əl>-'vəḳ'-s \ q̣'vəsəs-s. \]

it is they are broken off EVID his hand

88 "Kw'lnētl aūšns qonān?'" "Is that all you can do?" (said Smutukxən)

"k'ī-l-\text{Vnīl} vəj̣'aẉ s \ əən'-'s-vəx̣'ənə-ŋ." now not UNREAL you do that way

89 nētl sō cťeəkwətuń te Skwācin, then he struck him on the head the Skwacin,

\[ \text{Vnīl s-aw}'-vəṣ-iŋ̣'-at-əŋ}'-s \ tə sḳẉ'éyən. \]

it is is hit on the head DEM

90 nētl sō kwiskwən te Skwācin. then fell down Skwacin.

\[ \text{Vnīl s-aw}'-k'əsḳ'aẉ-s \ tə sḳẉ'éyən. \]

it is fall down DEM

91 Nētl sō k-ánnı set Smutukxən nūqtləcəkut. Then the maiden bade Smutukxən cut him open.

\[ \text{Vnīl s-aw}'-vəs-t-əŋ}'-s \ əə \ təə \ vəq̣'əq̣'ŋ̣iŋ̣, \ "nax̣'--vəc̣'=iŋ̣'-at." \]

it is is bade OBL DEM maiden LOC-\text{butcher}=head-TRANS

92 "Muḳ'̣ ne-cwálałkəwa tsálas usnáweči" "All my brothers' and sisters' hearts inside" (of him, said she).

"vəməḳ'̣ na-sx̣'--vəq̣'"=əə \ vəc̣'əla'-s \ əə-vənə'--at." all my siblings their heart is inside

93 Nētl sō nūqtḷəcəkuts, Then he opens him,

\[ \text{Vnīl s-aw}'-nax̣'-vəc̣'=iŋ̣'-at-s. \]

it is he cuts open his head
tuq sanyuq átcs tsála tláa
whose heart this one (he wonders)

"txʷ-sé̓n yexʷ? ʔačə ʔc̕é̓ləʔ? ʔłétəʔ?"
whose CONJ REQ heart this

estanetl ʔ n̓ən̓l̓ətli ʔeskwil̓akwai, ʔtilám̓atəs, 
he lays in a row those dead-ones, he fits each (heart),

ʔəs-ʔƛ̓ənʷ-ʔəl ʔəw’ na+ʔn̓il-ʔiyə ʔəs-ʔqʷ-ʔəl+ʔqʷ-ʔəy ʔiʔ ʔx̣əmá-t-ʔəs. 
be lain in a row CON they dead and he fits it

n̓ētl sō halétəns. 
then he restores them to life.

ʔn̓il s-ʔəw’-ʔhalí-t-ʔən-ʔəs. 
it is brought to life

"hēs-lə kə wən nɪcx̣etət.”
“Long-time have slept” (say they).

"ʔhūs ʔət? ʔkʷəʔ ʔwaʔ ʔnə-ʔšə-ʔʔiʔət.”
long time PAST INFORM presume because I sleep

N̓ēlt sō tákəs, 
Then go home,

ʔn̓il s-ʔəw’-ʔtákəʷ-ʔəs. 
it is goes home

təx̣əstcsə kw’s-tákəwəs. 
two-by-two cross they.

ʔəs+ʔəc<ʔə>ʔəʔ? kə s-ʔvəkʷ-ʔəl-ʔəs. 
two people at a time SUB cross over

Smutuksən ʔt̓-kw̓awws kw’s tákəwəs. 
Smutuksən was the last to cross.

s-ʔvəm̓atsʔəmən ʔik-ʔk̓awəs-ʔəs kə s-ʔvəkʷ-ʔəl-ʔəs. 
snot is last SUB cross over

N̓ēlt sō k-w’tc̕ətəns te slēʔ, 
Then he killed the crane,

ʔn̓il s-ʔəw’-ʔqʷ-ʔc̕ə-t-ʔən-ʔəs ʔə s-ʔləʔ. 
it is killed DEM crane

N̓ēlt sō tultustiʔn il̓iłəšliʔ then he destroyed the ferry-boat

ʔn̓il s-ʔəw’-ʔt<ʔəl> + ʔtəs-t-ʔən-ʔəs Xə+ʔXələ’y. 
it is is destroyed small shovel-nosed canoe
103 nētl sô tákūs,
then went home,
\(\sqrt{nîl \ s-\text{aw}^{\prime}-\text{vîták}''-s.}\)
it goes home

104' ói-skwálekwens se taus.
rejoices the mother-their.
\(\sqrt{\text{ñe}^{\prime} \ \text{sw}^{\prime} \ \text{gl}=\text{ak}^{\prime} \ \text{an}-s \ \text{sa} \ \text{vîn}-s.}\)
good her thoughts DEM their mother

105' Nētl sô yās tečátutl muk-u nenétlia.
Then went duck-hunting all of them.
\(\sqrt{nîl \ s-\text{aw}^{\prime}-\text{vîyē}^{\prime}-s} \ \sqrt{\text{cî}=\text{et}-\text{at}.} \ \sqrt{\text{mâk}^{\prime}} \ \text{na}+\sqrt{nîl-\text{iy}^{\prime}}.\)
it goes hunt ducks all they

106 Nētl sô kwuqenuqwel.
Then quarrel they together.
\(\sqrt{nîl \ s-\text{aw}^{\prime}-\sqrt{\text{k}^{\prime} \ \text{ax}^{\prime} \ \text{nak}^{\prime} \ \text{ol}-s.}\)
it is quarrel with each other

107 "Nētl neskwâ na yètcut."
"This is my my arrow" (said one).
\(\sqrt{\text{nîl} \ \text{na} \ -\sqrt{k}^{\prime} \ \text{è}?} \ \text{na} \ -\sqrt{\text{yá}^{\prime}} \ \text{è}^{\prime}.}\)
it is mine my arrow

108 "Aūa, nētl neskwâ."
"No, it's mine" (said another).
\(\sqrt{\text{ñaw}^{\prime} \ \sqrt{nîl} \ \text{na} \ -\sqrt{k}^{\prime} \ \text{è}?}^{\prime}.\)
not it is mine

109' Nētl sô lât-l kwuqenuqwel utl Smūtukswen.
Then the elder one quarrels with Smutuksen.
\(\sqrt{nîl \ s-\text{aw}^{\prime}-\sqrt{\text{k}^{\prime} \ \text{ax}^{\prime} \ \text{nak}^{\prime} \ \text{ol}-s} \ \text{tse} \ \sqrt{\text{vîk}}^{\prime} ? \ \text{ax}^{\prime} \ \text{e} \ \text{a} \ \sqrt{\text{måt}=\text{aq}^{\prime} \ \text{sw}^{\prime}}.\)
it is quarrels DEM eldest OBL DEM snot

110 "Nēcēyël nētl ôneskwâ ne-yètcut."
"My elder brother, it's my my arrow" (said Smutuksen).
\(\sqrt{\text{na} \ -\sqrt{\text{sâ}^{\prime} \ \text{yt}^{\prime}} \ \sqrt{nîl} \ \text{na} \ -\sqrt{k}^{\prime} \ \text{è}?} \ \text{na} \ -\sqrt{\text{yâ}^{\prime}} \ \text{è}^{\prime}.\)
my elder sibling it is CON mine my arrow

111' Aūa-sâg cētluñ utu-usa,
"Don't you 'brother' me,
\(\sqrt{\text{ñaw}^{\prime} \ \sqrt{\text{sâ}^{\prime}} \ \text{x}^{\prime} \ \sqrt{\text{sâ}^{\prime} \ \text{yt}^{\prime}-\text{a}^{\prime}} \ ? \ \text{a} \ \text{te} \ \sqrt{\text{ñaw}^{\prime}}.}\)
not you brothering? OBL DEM I
smútukxsensǒq."
you snatty-one."
s-√màt=sqson sxʷ.
snot you

Nètl sò tältcũhs,
Then he becomes angry
\nūnl s-əwʷ-\ñ careg-s.
it is angry

sò tākūs,
and goes home,
s-əwʷ-\ñ tākʷ-s.
goes home

sò tcašns
when reaches home
s-əwʷ-\ñ čeŋ-s.
arrives home

nètl sò étušs, ctingaléekwoń.
then he lies down, covers his face with the blanket.
\nūnl s-əwʷ-\ñ qítət-s sxʷ-\ñ xʷ-əl=\ñ ṣqʷ-əŋ.
it is goes to bed REAS-cover-CON=head-MDL

"Umut-tců ēlünūq," set sa tans
"Sit-up-you, get up," said his mother,
\ñ wəmət čil! \ñ ṣʔən sxʷ!
\ñ sê-t-əŋ ?ə sa \ñ tən-s.
sit up IMP eat you is told OBL DEM his mother

aia skwals, tsá Smútuk̓sən,
not he replies, that Smútuk̓sən,
\ñ ṣʔən svqʷ\ñ ēl-s tsə s-\ñ mət=sqson.
not speaks DEM snot

nètl sò tcańit auína,
then she felt him and behold nothing was there,
\nūnl s-əwʷ-\ñ čəŋ-ət-s. \ñ ṣʔən \ñ na.
it is feels him it is nothing

nètl sò twěstə
then she pulled back the blanket
\nūnl s-əwʷ-\ñ xʷ-is-t-s
it is shakes it
5. Comments on the text.

Line 1 No word like Skwacin has been recorded anywhere in Northern Straits, so it is impossible to say with certainty what the form of the word heard by Hill-Tout actually was. This first word of the text, the name of the monster in this version, does, however, point to some possibilities.

In the Malahat version of this story told by John Harry and Lena Daniel the monster's name is náč'a?sn̓ən, which means 'one-legged'. But there is nothing else in the story that makes reference to the monster's being one-legged or even lame. The Malahat storytellers have no explanation for why this monster has such a name, and they know of no other stories about this monster.

The transcription given here is a guess based on Hill-Tout's transcription and the name of the monster in the Malahat version of the story. I have analyzed this as a root kʷey 'unable' and a suffix –sən that occasionally appears in words referring to the leg or foot. The whole word would then mean 'lame' and be obviously related to the meaning of the Malahat name for the monster.

The form kʷey̚sən, however, is not the ordinary word for 'lame' and –sən is a suffix for 'foot, leg' that appears rarely, probably only in some loanwords. The ordinary 'foot' suffix in Northern Straits is –sən, as in the Malahat version of the monster's name.

In the Klallam versions of the story recorded by Gunther the monster is either Mountain Lion or Grizzly Bear. An explanation for the Malahat name for the monster and for Hill-Tout's transcription may be that the name recorded by Hill-Tout is a Songish folk etymology based on the pan-Straits word for 'grizzly bear', kʷayéčən. Skwácín is probably not a rendering of the word for 'grizzly bear' itself since, first of all, mistaking s for c is not the kind of error Hill-Tout makes, and, secondly, Hill-Tout does list a word for 'grizzly bear', k-waítcín (1907:337), that correctly matches both the glottalization of the initial sound and the affricate. The Malahat name goes beyond the folk etymology and substitutes a genuine native word.

Another possibility is that both the Klallam name and the Songish name are based on folk etymology. The monster's assistant in this story is Crane (sl'ig, see note to line 14). It may be that in the history of the diffusion of this story the
monster became confused with his assistant. Cranes are, after all, typically seen standing on one leg as the Malahat name suggests.

The word given for ‘crane’ in most other Coast Salishan languages is either cognate with Songish šlį́j (Saanich línás,3 Lushootseed slįh, Halkomelem šlį́m) or with the Saanich word for ‘heron’, šną̨qʷəʔ (Klallam šną̨qʷuʔ ‘crane’, Halkomelem smóqʷə ‘heron’, Squamish smóqʷáʔ ‘crane’, Lushootseed sbqʷáʔ ‘heron’). In the Interior Salishan languages, however, the word for ‘crane’ is surprisingly similar to the name of the monster transcribed by Hill-Tout. In Coeur d’Alene,4 for example, ‘crane’ is skʷársən (lit., ‘yellow leg’). It may be that an old epithet for ‘crane’, ‘yellow leg’ or ‘one leg’, was transferred to and became the name of the monster. ‘Yellow leg’ then became the phonetically similar (and more monstrous) kʷəyéčən ‘grizzly bear’ in Klallam and the ‘lame’ skʷéyən in Songish.

It is common for such Northern Straits narratives to begin with a sentence that introduces a character simply by naming it, followed by a short sentence telling what the character is doing or has done.

Hill-Tout’s transcription clearly shows the ‘actual’ aspect in the second word of this line, even though he does not indicate glottal stops and glottalized sonorants. Compare the last word here to that in line 2. Both the gloss and the missing final unstressed vowel here indicate the ‘actual’ (Montler 1989).

Hill-Tout’s gloss for the first word is inexplicable, especially since the first word of line 3 is the same and is glossed correctly.

Also inexplicable and atypical is the missing –s (the first person object) at the end of the second word.

The root ?skʷáʔ usually is used to mean ‘show how’, but I have recorded it in contexts nearly identical to this with the meaning ‘show where’ or perhaps ‘show how or where to get something’.

The m at the end of the second word is perhaps a typo. There are certainly mistakes in the text that cannot be attributed to Hill-Tout.

This line is the first of many in the text that displays a very typical pan-Straits construction. In this construction the first predicate is the general third person predicate níʔ. It is immediately followed by a predicate that is introduced by the discourse connective aw‘ and that uses the subjective genitive where the third person topical agent is indicated by the –s genitive suffix. This construction is found only in connected discourse such as this. In some Saanich stories I have recorded, nearly every sentence begins with this níʔ saw‘ . . . ; the níʔ is often dropped, so that sentence after sentence begins with saw‘ and the subjective genitive.

This construction is interesting with respect to the question of a noun-verb distinction. The word níʔ fits with ṯṯsə T‘, nákʷə ‘you’, and lín̓əʔ ‘we’ into the independent person deictic paradigm as the third person singular. If it is con-
sidered a pronoun and the s- prefix is considered a ‘nominalizer’, then most of the sentences in this and all other Northern Straits texts have no verb or the only verb is the third person pronoun.

The last word of this line is unique in the Northern Straits corpus, but the morphology as analyzed is consistent with what we know about the grammar. The root qwu'a? means ‘be a companion’; qwu?ā?ən, also attested, is ‘accompany on foot’. It is the first time that this root has been seen with the transitive and passive morphology.

**Line 6.** There is definitely something missing in this line. As mentioned in the comment to line 5, the nîl saw’ must be followed by a predicate ending in -s, the third person genitive. I have added the reporting clause čet’s ‘he asks him’, which in other Northern Straits narratives is the word that would be found in this position. Throughout this text the direct discourse reporting clause is either missing or artificially created by Hill-Tout. See lines 19, 26, 63, 91, 109, and discussion in comments to 117.

**Line 8** I have not been able to find any word for ‘fringe’ in Northern Straits. However, the analysis given makes some sense. The root sil occurs alone as ‘piece of cloth’ and suffixed in the word silaw'tx̚ ‘tent’ (lit., ‘cloth house’). It is probably a loan from English ‘sail’ via Chinook Jargon.

**Line 9** The third word in Hill-Tout’s transcription ends in a hyphen and comes at the end of a line in the original. It is not clear what was intended by it. If it is a line-break hyphen, it is the only one in the text. The first word on the next line, külkutes, does not start at the beginning, as would be expected if the hyphen were a typographer’s line break, but is indented as I have reproduced it here relative to its gloss below.

In any case, as noted previously, the word following the nîl saw’ should end in -s, and the only semantically and syntactically feasible words corresponding to Hill-Tout’s transcription and gloss are those given in the analysis.

**Line 12** This is one of the most difficult sentences in the text. There are several possible speculative analyses. Hill-Tout’s tūq is surely the mutative prefix txw- ‘become’, but the rest of the word above ‘bent the boughs’ is obscure.

It is possible that the word has the č- ‘have’ prefix and the expected -s suffix. It may also have the -aqs ‘nose, point’ lexical suffix. This far everything is semantically and grammatically plausible. The root, however, is mysterious and the total interpretation is vague. The root shown here is unattested in Northern Straits. In Lushootseed there is, however, a root q’oč ‘crooked’. In ‘actual’ forms in Northern Straits a č in this position would surface as γ’. If it is the root here, the form would be txw-č-/,q’ôy< ‘>aqs-s and the meaning of the whole word would be ‘it (they) becomes having crooked point(s)’.

There are problems with this analysis. Hill-Tout’s w is unaccounted for, but there are numerous spurious letters in Hill-Tout’s transcriptions. A more
serious problem is the entire meaning of the sentence. The last word is not a diminutive as Hill-Tout's gloss suggests. The word is clearly sqałqəl̓ełə̱̓pəxʷ, the collective plural of sqələ̱̓pəxʷ, which refers only to any large tree. It would not be used to refer to small bushes implied in the translation. It is unlikely that anyone would make the points of large trees crooked.

Another possibility is that there is no č- prefix and that the root is takʷ 'break'; thus the whole form would be txʷtakʷaqəs 'the points become broken'; which is farther from Hill-Tout's transcription, but the meaning matches the text of Hill-Tout's free translation of the story: "She now marks her course by breaking off the ends of the twigs and branches in her path" (Hill-Tout 1907:334). The problem with this analysis is the same as the previous: it cannot be big trees whose points are being broken.

If we dismiss Hill-Tout's gloss and do a direct retranscription, we get txʷčqaʔiwaqəs, which appears to have the root čaq 'big' followed by suffixes that can only be speculatively identified. Perhaps there is a first suffix, -əʔiwa, related to a Squamish suffix -ews 'long thing' (recorded by Haebelin 1974) or -iwaʔas 'stick, pole' (Kuipers 1967:126) followed by the -aqə 'point' suffix. If this is the case, the meaning of the word would be 'become large pointed', and the meaning of the whole sentence would be 'the trees became large (as they entered deeper into the forest).

[Line 14] The character Crane appears in a number of traditional Northern Straits stories. He is always the tattletale—the lookout. In this story it is Crane who signals the monster of an approaching victim.

This behavior of Crane has relevance to traditional hunting methods. In a Saanich narrative explaining how to pit-lamp (i.e., hunt from a canoe at night) for ducks it is explained that ducks like to sleep in a sheltered cove with a crane or heron nearby. The art of pit-lamping for ducks depends on one's skill at sneaking up on the crane as it sleeps, then silently grabbing and wringing its neck before it awakens and alerts the ducks.

[Line 15] The word here for a type of canoe has never been recorded in modern documentation of Songish, Saanich, or Samish. It also is unknown in Klallam. A similar form, tl̓l̓iʔi, was, however, recorded for Songish by Boas (1891:566), who provides a drawing and description of it as a large fishing boat with a shovel-shaped bow and square stern. The word for 'shovel-nose canoe' in Lushootseed is kəl̓ə̱l̓ə́ʔ, and in Halkomelem it is kələ́łə́y; for Lummi Gibbs (1863) gives klai and James (1980) kə́łə́y. The expected Songish-Saanich cognate would be kə́łə́y or kə́łə́y, which would have the diminutive kə́łkə́łə́y. This latter form corresponds closer to Hill-Tout’s transcription of the same word in line 102.

The word kə́łə́y actually does occur in modern Saanich. It is the name of Samuel Island, a small island between Mayne and Saturna Islands in the Gulf Islands chain between traditional Saanich and Semiahmoo territory. Saanich speakers are not able to give any other meaning for this word. It is reported that
this island was an old burial ground in the days when people were put to rest above ground in canoes. Until very recently the remains of old burial canoes could be seen on various small islands in the straits.

**Line 18.** This sentence actually means 'Then Skwacin gets home'.

**Line 19.** As in line 6 and elsewhere, the reporting clause is missing, leaving a syntactic as well as a discourse functional gap. I have put in the expected form set 'command, send, tell someone (to do something)'.

**Line 21.** The English free translation that accompanies Hill-Tout's interlinear text (Hill-Tout 1907:334; also Maud 1978d:135) is much richer in detail. There it is explained that Skwacin's floor is "so slippery that no one can stand upon it." See line 80 for Snotboy's solution to the problem.

**Line 24.** This is the first mention in the Songish text that Skwacin's first victim is female. The free English translation (Hill-Tout 1907:334; Maud 1978d:135) and Gunther's (1925) Klallam versions make this fact clear from the beginning. It is interesting that the word šlëniʔ is used rather than q'êʔniʔ. The former refers to a married or nonvirginal woman, while the latter is consistently used in modern Northern Straits to refer to a maiden or teenage girl, which presumably this character is. In some of the Klallam versions the girl becomes the monster's wife. Perhaps that is what the use of this word implies here—she is now married to the monster.

**Line 26.** Again as in lines 6 and 19 the reporting clause is missing where it seems to be required. I have supplied the form meaning 'she was asked by'.

**Line 27.** This reply actually means 'we are ten, there are ten of us', with the girl including herself in the ten. In the free translation there are definitely ten boys in addition to the girl. In one of the Klallam versions there are ten boys and one girl, in another there are seven brothers and a girl, and in the other versions there is an indefinite but substantial number of brothers.

**Line 28.** I have added the expected conjunction here.

**Line 30.** The second word does look something like ?an'íxʷʔaqʷəʔ 'your sibling' as Hill-Tout's gloss suggests. It also looks like ?an'skʷəʔ 'yours, belong to you'. Either works grammatically and either fits the overall meaning of the sentence in the discourse.

  I have added the yes-no question particle ə. It would be required here. Without it the sentence would be a statement, 'it is your brother'. This little particle tends to become inaudible in rapid speech in contexts like this where it is followed by a word beginning with ʔə.

**Line 33.** The word naxʷłqʷənʔkʷéstanəŋ appears nowhere else in the Northern Straits corpus. Nevertheless, it matches Hill-Tout's transcription here and in
line 86 almost exactly, and the component morphemes fit the meaning. The root given here, lqw, means 'pry out', but it may also be lkw 'peck (as a bird)' or lkw 'hook, snag'. The meaning of the whole line is 'his guts are pried out (pecked, snagged).

**Line 34.** The root here, láp', means 'eat without chewing' and is the ordinary word used for eating soup. It can be used in reference to eating other things, and in these cases it implies 'gulping down' or 'slurping up'.

Hill-Tout's gloss is transitive, but the form is clearly intransitive. It has the reflexive suffix, which often has a 'become, get' interpretation. Since we have the nil saw' construction, the subject must be the current topic, which is tsw c'éł'á?s, introduced in the previous sentence.

**Line 43.** The root of the predicate must be ?ix because it is the only root in the corpus that looks remotely like Hill-Tout's transcription and is semantically appropriate. Hill-Tout's two vowels were his attempt to render the 'actual' aspect glottal stop infix. He uses this transcription pattern elsewhere. See, for example, line 1, where the form is certainly 'actual'.

**Line 51.** The word yócht for 'arrow' is unknown in Saanich and Samish and does not appear in any modern Songish material. The fact that it was in use in 1905 but not since the 1960s suggests that it is an older word. But it was apparently not in use earlier when Boas was collecting Songish material in the late 1880s. The word for 'arrow' in Boas's Songish list is tsemán (1891:701), obviously the same word as Saanich and Samish c'óm'éen 'arrow' composed of the root for 'bone' and the lexical suffix meaning 'ear, angle, arrowhead'. The word given by Hill-Tout does appear in Lummi; Gibbs (1863:2) gives yitcht and James (1980:3) yót. And the word also occurs in Klallam: yócht 'arrow'. Hill-Tout's é is explained by the fact that schwa becomes high between palatals.

**Line 52.** The word šxw?omátən literally means 'thing for hunting', but is the common word for 'hunting bow'.

**Line 54.** This sentence means 'Then he walked'.

**Line 57.** Again, as in lines 1 and 46, Hill-Tout apparently uses e for a glottal stop. This usage may indicate that he was hearing a slight schwa release of the glottal stop, but in modern pronunciations of this word there is no vocalic release. Here the glottal stop is part of the root and not an infix.

**Line 58.** This sentence simply means 'What is hard?'

**Line 59.** Hill-Tout's transcription is very obscure here. It looks like it should be as in example (5) below.

(5) ?iʔ ʔswəʔaw' kʷa na-yónə?
and not CON DEM? my offspring
But this is not a sentence, and it does not seem possible to fix it by simply adding a little material. The following line suggests that the gloss given for this line has the correct content. The transcription I have given ignores Hill-Tout's and is a translation of his gloss.

**Line 60.** This means ‘Will it not be good if you try?’

**Line 61.** Hill-Tout’s transcription suggests the rendition in example (6).

(6) \(\sqrt{\text{m\i\n\u\t}} \ s\-\text{aw} {\sqrt{\text{t\e\n\i\o}} \ s\-\text{at}-s} \ s\-\text{m\o\k} {\sqrt{\text{w}}} \ s\-\sqrt{\text{w}} \ \text{an\i-n} \ s\-\sqrt{\text{c\a\l}}} \)

it is tries it all way wood

But such a structure has never been recorded for any Straits language. First, the phrase meaning ‘all kinds of wood’ following \(t\text{'e?ats}\) here would have to be preceded by a determiner such as ts\(a, t\a, or k\text{'}\text{sa and ?aw'. And, secondly, the phrase}\ m\text{'k} \ s\text{'w} \ \text{an\i-n} \ means ‘every way, any way’ not ‘all kinds’. Phrases corresponding to ‘all kinds of X’ are very common in the corpus and invariably have the form \(m\text{'k} {?a\l}' \ \text{st\e\n} X\).

Hill-Tout’s gloss makes sense given the preceding and following sentences. Therefore I have translated the gloss.

**Line 62.** Added here is the ‘limit’ particle \(?a\l\)’, which invariably appears in this context.

**Line 63.** In lines 6, 19, and 26 the reporting clause is completely missing. This line is the first reporting clause (a type common in Northern Straits narratives) in the text. The original transcription would be: \(\text{sm\o\t\a\q\s\a\n \ c\i\e\t t\a \ t\e\n}\). Here Hill-Tout takes liberty with Songish grammar both by using English word order and by leaving off the subject inflection. I have given the correct form for this clause.

This is a common sentence type. Both arguments specified on the predicate cross-reference subsequent full words preceded by demonstratives. When one of these words is possessed by the other, as is the case here, the order of the two demonstrative phrases is free. For example, \(c\i\e\t \ t\a \ s\m\o\t\a\q\s\a\n \ t\a \ t\e\n\) is equally grammatical as the form given with the only possible interpretation being that the possessor is the agent. See Montler (1993) for further discussion.

**Line 64.** The phrase \(\text{?a\t\a\n\e\n\i\a} \ s\text{'w} \ ?a\c\o\) can mean ‘What are you doing?’ or ‘What’s the matter?’ Thus the meaning of this line is ‘What’s the matter with you; why are you always crying?’

**Line 66.** This means ‘presumably it is a monster up in the woods’.

In Montler (1986) the word \(w\a\a?a\c\o\) is listed as one of a set of post-predicate particles that indicate mood with “unknown position.” The semantics fits with the other particles in this group, and in the data available in 1986 it always followed the first predicate, as do the other post-predicate particles. At the time, sufficient examples had not been recorded to precisely determine its position in the post-predicate particle constituent. Data now available make it clear that
this word is not a particle at all and, as in this line, can be the first predicate itself. It does usually follow the first predicate, but as part of a complex predicate construction, not as a particle. It apparently has alternate forms wáʔ and wáʔs, whose alternation is unaccounted for.

Hill-Tout’s transcription and gloss of the first word can be accounted for as his recognition of a very common word ?iʔwəwə ‘maybe’.

Line 68. The last word in this line is otherwise unattested, but the obvious component morphology is well known.

Line 70. This is the one totally baffling word in the text. I know of no word meaning ‘follow the signs’. It may be that this form contains the ?iʔ- ‘accompanying activity’ prefix and the root k’éy ‘again, too, additionally’. It might also be two roots with the first one being yéʔ ‘go’. The second might be the ‘again, too’ root or perhaps the root lēʔə ‘this’. None of these possibilities is satisfying.

Line 74. In the nearly 300 narrative texts I have collected from some twenty native speakers in Saanich, Samish, and Klallam, there is not one case of laughter quoted like this. I would expect something like that in example (7).

(7) náʔon tə skkwéyən.
   laugh DEM
   ‘Skwacin laughed.’

Line 75. Probably the original gloss intended here was ‘he is showing off’ and either Hill-Tout or the typographer misread the w for a v.

This goes with the previous line to give the meaning ‘Ha! Ha!’ says Skwacin, who is a bit conceited’.

Line 78. This is the first line of Snotboy’s power song. It is a little more difficult to interpret than most of this text because typically the words of such songs inserted into the narrative do not necessarily follow from the immediate discourse context. Sometimes a hero sings the song of his particular spirit power, which is connected with an animal, such as Mink, that has nothing to do with the story. Often the words are simply uninterpretable.

In this case I assume that Hill-Tout’s gloss is more or less a free translation. The interpretation given is based on the most plausible grammatical sentence following Hill-Tout’s transcription and the overall spirit of the context.

The form ?eʔi ‘keep going, be on your way’ is usually a word of encouragement.

Line 79. The difficulties mentioned for the previous line apply here as well.

The word ćałeʔəm ‘pass by’ and can be used also to mean ‘out do, surpass’. Thus the meaning of this line is ‘and I guess I will surpass you’.
The last word of this line does not occur in any recent Northern Straits or Klallam material and may actually be st'éwaq'w. Galloway (1980:60) lists the Halkomelem word st'ówók'w 'diatomaceous earth', and Kuipers (1967:285) gives Squamish st'éwaq'w 'kind of mud that is burnt and used as white paint'. Suttles (1951:245) records stóoq'w in Northern Straits, probably Lummi, as a 'white earth' used in the preparation of yarn. Boas (1891:566) did record the word st'áuok· for Songish. In the text he refers to it as 'pipe-clay', but in a footnote he says that George M. Dawson has identified it as diatomaceous earth.

Boas's description of the use of st'áuok· in the production of blanket wool helps us understand its role in this story:

A ball, about the size of a fist, of this clay is burnt in a fire made of willow wood; thus it becomes a fine, white powder, which is mixed with the wool or hair. The mixture is spread over a mat, sprinkled with water, and for several hours thoroughly beaten with a sabre-like instrument until it is white and dry; thus the grease is removed from the hair. [Boas 1891:566–67]

The last line explains Snotboy's use of this material. Diatomaceous earth is used even today as a industrial adsorbent. Lines 21 and 32 let us know that Skwacin's floor is slippery and that it allows the monster to capture the brothers. Snotboy, evidently knowing this, comes prepared with a material that will neutralize the slippery substance on the floor.

The last word here is otherwise attested only in line 33 (q.v.).

Mitchell (1968:87) indicates that in Songish the root of the last word here can mean 'hand' or 'finger'. The word talták'w is a plural diminutive, so it must be the fingers that are broken off.

This is a statement, not a question: 'Don't you do like that now'.

The word kʷaskʷáw 'fall' looks like it should be analyzable, but no component morphology is detectable. This word occurs regularly in Saanich, but is unknown in Klallam, and it is not listed in any of the other material on Songish or Samish. Thompson (1969) gives kʷaskʷów 'drop' for Lummi.

Here the typographer inverted Hill-Tout's u. See line 104 for the complementary typographical error.

In this reporting clause, as in that of line 63, Hill-Tout flouts Songish grammar. His original transcription would be nít saw' qá?ni? sé tsmátaqsan naxʷíc'éqʷat, ignoring inflection and using English word order as in his gloss. I have recast the clause in a form that is common in Saanich texts. It has the meaning "The girl told him, 'Cut open his head'".

In Saanich data, reporting clauses with sét always mention only one non-pronominal participant. This may be a requirement or it may be an accident of the data. If an accident, then this could also be nít saw' sétəns ?ə təq'á?ni? tə smátaqson, "naxʷícéqʷat" 'Snotboy was told by the girl, "Cut open his head"'. The
positions of the oblique and non-oblique phrases here can be reversed without changing grammaticality or meaning. Following patterns common in the Saanich corpus, it would also be possible to render this with an indirect rather than direct quote: "nil saw' setans ?a ts'a?ni? kʷə a naxʷlce'qʷsətəs 'He was told by the girl to cut open his head'.

The last word here is not otherwise attested, but the morphology is clear.

[Line 99] Hill-Tout’s transcription suggests the first word is čésčəsə? But in both Saanich and Mitchell’s (1968:38) recording of Songish the stress is on the second vowel as in the transcription given.

[Line 102] The word t’alt’ástanə has diminutive reduplication and the collective plural infix. It is diminutive because the thing that is destroyed is small. The plural here is ambiguous between plural action by one agent or plural agents. The basic meaning of the root, t’as, is ‘break (an object such as a container)’. There is another root usually used to mean ‘destroy’, t’ay’aqʷ, but this means ‘smash beyond recognition, pulverize’. Here it is probably the case that Snotboy broke the little canoe several times.

[Line 104] The phrase ?áy’ sqʷélakʷən is very common and its meaning matches Hill-Tout’s gloss very well. The root of the second word means ‘speak’ and the suffix means ‘mind’.

[Line 105] The word čiʔetəl is otherwise unattested. In Saanich, however, the word for duck hunting is piʔatəl, obviously cognate. The Squamish form, piʔatəl, is like the Saanich. There is a regular sound correspondence in Coast Salish that indicates that *p has become č in the Straits languages. For example, the ‘plant’ lexical suffix in Halkomelem is -ətəp, corresponding to Saanich and Klallam -əkč. The Saanich word for duck hunting must be borrowed. The form given by Hill-Tout is the expected historical development.

[Line 109] Here, as in lines 63 and 91, the syntax and morphology are not native. I have added the necessary morphology and put the words into acceptable order.

[Line 111] Hill-Tout’s tcečlun̓ looks like it should be čilən̓, but no such word could be found in any of the Straits linguistic data. Nor have I been able to find a viable cognate in other Coast Salishan languages. The only reasonably close form is Saanich sáyəl ‘older sibling’. The derived form based on this that I have given is unattested and not as close to Hill-Tout’s transcription as would be expected from the rest of the text. This derived form includes the root for ‘older sibling’ (as in line 110) with the ‘middle’ suffix and in the ‘actual’ imperfective.

[Line 112] This line means ‘you are snot’.

[Line 116] The last word of this line is otherwise unattested, but the morphology is clear. The meaning of this line is ‘then he goes to bed to cover up his head’.
Line 117. As in every other reporting clause in this text, Hill-Tout uses English word order and ignores basic Northern Straits morphology. The form suggested by Hill-Tout's transcription is sèt sə téns, which would be an imperative 'tell his mother' with 'mother' as the direct object, not the subject. The passive is required here. Thus this means "Sit up! Eat!" he was told by his mother.

In the Saanich and Klallam narratives I have recorded, direct quotes are very common and they almost invariably are framed by a reporting clause. Typically the only direct quotes that lack a reporting clause are those that include direct address, which itself performs the function of the reporting clause in identifying the discourse as direct and indirectly indicating the source of the quote. For example, this pair of unframed direct quotes is literally translated from a Saanich text: "Good-bye, Raven." "Good-bye, Grouse." No reporting clause is required here since direct address occurs only in direct discourse, and, since there are only two characters in the scene, there is no doubt about which quote is to be attributed to which character.

What is going on with the reporting clauses in this Songish text? There are thirty direct quotes in this text, none with direct address, but Hill-Tout gives reporting clauses for only three (lines 63, 91, and 117), which have obviously been composed by Hill-Tout himself, not the native speaker. In addition to these contrived reporting clauses, there are four other direct quotes (lines 6, 19, 26, and 110) where the framing material would require a reporting clause, but it is missing. And in twenty instances Hill-Tout felt obliged to include a parenthetical reporting clause in the interlinear gloss.

The explanation for this seems to me to be partly in the nature of direct discourse and reporting clauses and partly in the way Hill-Tout collected his data. Quoted speech in a narrative functions as a foregrounding device that adds vividness to crucial events and characters in the story. There is nothing more unimportant in the unfolding of a story than the dialogue machinery. As Fowler puts it, "The fact is that readers [or listeners or storytellers] care much what is said, but little about the frame into which a remark or a speech is fitted" (1965:302).

As Thomas James was dictating line by line a story he had been familiar with his whole life, Hill-Tout, struggling for phonetic accuracy, watching for familiar and unfamiliar vocabulary, attempting to follow the story line, was very busy. As Hill-Tout asked James to repeat a line, one can bet he got only the quote and not the 'useless' frame. I am sure that this has happened to everyone who has collected texts in this way. But most trained linguists spend a considerable amount of time working out the grammar and basic lexicon before they venture into texts. Hill-Tout was not so well trained, and, as we saw in section 2, he dove into texts at the beginning of his work, then later worked on paradigms and vocabulary. He thus missed those little narratively insignificant clauses on the first utterance and they did not appear again in the repetitions.
The last word here implies shaking something, as a bush or blanket, to get something out of it.

6. Conclusion. I would not go so far as to say that Hill-Tout’s texts are a gold mine of linguistic information, but I do think that I have managed to dig up a few shiny nuggets. Aside from simply making this text usable and available, what I hope to have done here is to demonstrate that this is a possible and manageable task. Hill-Tout’s texts in their original form are practically useless unless one already knows the language; hence if the rest of his voluminous material is to be made useful, it will have to be done by those who have long studied the relevant Salishan languages.

As Speck (1980) showed for Kalispel, and Doak (1983) for Okanagan, this kind of reconstruction of early grammars and word lists can provide useful insights into recent phonological, morphological, and lexical developments. I think, moreover, that the reconstruction of early texts will provide answers to major questions of Salishan grammar. Such textual reconstruction is the application of our modern understanding of Salishan grammar to purer forms of Salishan narrative. As the old texts are clearly less influenced by European culture, we can expect that, obvious contrivances aside, they are also less influenced by the English language.

Plausible but unsupported claims have been made about the effects of English influence on recently collected data in Salishan languages. For example, Jelinek and Demers (1994) reiterate the suspicion of Thompson (1979:740) and Kinkade (1983:32) that real VSO (or VOS) sentences with two full determiner phrases cross-referenced by pronominal marking occur in the data on Salishan languages only because of the influence of English. If we had reliable editions of the oldest texts such as those of Boas and Hill-Tout, we could put this idea to a test; we would expect no such sentences in the old texts.

Since the oldest recorded texts are the form of the language least tainted by European influence, reconstructed texts should also play a part in language revival efforts. My recent work with the Klallam language revival effort has shown me that the attractiveness inherent simply in the age of old stories is a significant motivator for young language learners. These texts and the language they were told in are the deepest roots accessible to modern native Americans; they are also the profoundest emblems of their heritage.

Notes
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Abbreviations. The symbols and abbreviations in the analysis generally follow Montler (1986): √ = root; X = prefix; -X = suffix; =X = lexical suffix; <X> = infix; CON = contemporaneous discourse connector; CONJ = conjunctive; DEM = demonstrative; EVID = evidential; FUT = future; IMP = imperative; INFORM = informative; LOC = locative; LIMIT = limiting; ML = middle voice; OBL = oblique object; 3POS = third person genitive; PNV = passive; QUEST = yes-no question marker; REAS = reason for (causal); REQ = request information marker; SUB = subordinator; TRANS = transitive; UNREAL = unrealized.

1. The native name for the people of several former villages south and east of the Saanich peninsula on Vancouver Island is ləkʷə̱nən. The set of very closely related dialects of the ləkʷə̱nən is ləkʷə̱nən. The ləkʷə̱nən people eventually settled on what are today the Songhees and Esquimalt reserves. In the modern literature the language is called Songish.

2. Yolanda Raffo Dewar (p.c. 1996) also recorded a version of the Snotboy story in Songish from the late Sophie Misheal.

3. The N in Hill-Tout’s transcription is the expected historical reflex. The m in Saanich indicates that the Saanich word is a loan.

4. Thanks to Ivy Doak for pointing this similarity out to me.
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